Image quality analysis to reduce dental artifacts in head and neck imaging with dual-source computed tomography.
Important oropharyngeal structures can be superimposed by metallic artifacts due to dental implants. The aim of this study was to compare the image quality of multiplanar reconstructions and an angulated spiral in dual-source computed tomography (DSCT) of the neck. Sixty-two patients were included for neck imaging with DSCT. MPRs from an axial dataset and an additional short spiral parallel to the mouth floor were acquired. Leading anatomical structures were then evaluated with respect to the extent to which they were affected by dental artifacts using a visual scale, ranging from 1 (least artifacts) to 4 (most artifacts). In MPR, 87.1 % of anatomical structures had significant artifacts (3.12 +/- 0.86), while in angulated slices leading anatomical structures of the oropharynx showed negligible artifacts (1.28 +/- 0.46). The diagnostic growth due to primarily angulated slices concerning artifact severity was significant (p < 0.01). MPRs are not capable of reducing dental artifacts sufficiently. In patients with dental artifacts overlying the anatomical structures of the oropharynx, an additional short angulated spiral parallel to the floor of the mouth is recommended and should be applied for daily routine. As a result of the static gantry design of DSCT, the use of a flexible head holder is essential.